
Wordsworth wrote “Shades of the prison house
begin to close upon the growing boy”. As the
travel industry matures, the burden of regulation
appears to grow ever more demanding, even in
the environment of a government which is
committed to reducing regulation on business.

The advent of “Flight-Plus”, not
to mention the review in
Brussels of the Package Travel
Directive, substantially adds to
that burden. On the whole, this
is a good thing, giving security
to consumers and a more level
playing field. However the
purpose of the article is to examine whether
there is an escape route from regulation for the
trader who claims that he is “merely” acting as
agent for the consumer. It has been widely
assumed that such a route exists (including in the
government’s consultation on Flight-Plus). But is
this a reality? And if so, what hurdles must a
trader overcome in order successfully to set
himself up with that status? 

ABTA have themselves been at the forefront of
this debate. At their legal seminar in May 2011,
they hosted a fascinating debate between Peter
Stewart of Field Fisher Waterhouse, who
expressed the view that there was nothing too
difficult about setting up as agent for the
consumer; and Mike Bowers, in-house counsel at
TUI, whose view was that the courts would not
wear such a blatant attempt at avoiding the
consequences of regulation. That two such highly
respected commentators on the travel legal scene

could take such opposing views tells us a lot
about the difficulties of this concept.

The debate was followed by ABTA issuing its own
Guidance Note on the topic dated 30 June 2011 –
“Agent for the Consumer, what does that mean?”

It is fair to say that the views
expressed there align with
those ventilated by Mike
Bowers at the debate. Indeed,
some suggested that the
Guidance Note should be
renamed “Agent for the
Consumer – don’t even think
of going there!” The author of

the guidance notes is Simon Bunce, a member of
the editorial team of this journal.

Among the points made in the guidance notes
are:

• Stating that you act as agent for a consumer
doesn’t necessarily mean that you are.

• You are unlikely to be the agent of a
consumer if you set the terms of the
purchase. As agent for the consumer your
role is to find travel services for the
consumer on terms to suit that consumer,
not to decide the price or terms.

• Your duty is to make the consumer aware of
all relevant travel services, particularly those
at the lowest cost, so that the consumer can
make a fully informed choice. You cannot
operate from your own preferred travel
service provider list.
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• Any payment received from travel service
providers must be disclosed to the consumer.
You cannot make any secret profits through
remuneration or commissions.

• Travel providers must be aware of your
status as agent for the consumer; you
cannot take any responsibility for the travel
service provided or pay compensation etc.

• There should be a written agency agreement
with the consumer.

• Payments made to you by the consumer are
not payments made to the travel service
provider (and therefore if you go bust, the
consumer will have to pay again).

• Finally, ABTA, like the government in its
consultation on Flight-
Plus, points out that the
Consumer Protection from
Unfair Trading Regulations
2008 make it a criminal
offence to mislead
consumers either actively
or by omission.

Agency

The ABTA guidance correctly starts by saying that
“you are not an agent simply because you say
you are.” As lawyers put it, “agency is a question
of fact, not a question of law”. We have recently
seen from the courts two very different
approaches to what that means in practice, both
from the same case. This is the Med Hotels case
concerning TOMS VAT, and the appeal before
Morgan J in the Upper Tribunal on 1st July 2011
(2011 UKUT 308 TCC). (At the time of writing this
article, HMRC has applied for permission to
appeal from this first appeal decision, it should be
noted.)

It will be remembered that Med Hotels provided
to consumers accommodation in villas, hotels
and apartments. Whilst their booking conditions
laid a clear claim to agency status, none the less
the First Tier tribunal found that they were not

agents. They did so because, they said, “an exami-
nation of the reality of the transactions which
Med Hotels were conducting suggested that their
position was not consistent with agency. So, for
example, they relied upon:

• The fact that Med Hotels charged higher
prices to consumers than the prices charged
by the accommodation owners. This, said the
tribunal, was not a normal commission
arrangement.

• The fact that if accommodation became
unavailable for any reason, Med Hotels
would make alternative arrangements for
the consumer.

• The fact that if things went wrong on the
holiday, Med Hotels would pay
compensation (while recharg-
ing it to the accommodation
provider), or even provide a
discount voucher which was
redeemable at a range of other
accommodation, not just
limited to that owned by the

original accommodation provider.

• The fact that Med Hotels provided represen-
tatives to look after consumers in resorts.

• There were also a number of other points
concerning the imposition of cancellation
charges and other matters.

Based on the above, the First Tier Tribunal found
that as a matter of fact Med Hotels were not
acting as agent for the accommodation provider
but were acting as principals.

But the Upper Tribunal, on appeal, showed a very
different attitude to the questions of how you
approach agency being a matter of fact, not law.
Indeed, their approach was much simpler. To
Morgan J, quite simply, the booking conditions
between Med Hotels and the consumers and the
contracts which existed between Med Hotels and
accommodation providers, all clearly declared the
agency status of Med Hotels. Revenue and
Customs needed to prove that these arrange-

Their booking conditions laid
a clear claim to agency status
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ments were a sham. Clearly, said the judge, the
arrangements were not a sham. On a straightfor-
ward approach to how contracts should be
interpreted by courts, the judge held that the
terms of the contract were conclusive and Med
Hotels were an agent. He said that “the First Tier
Tribunal, had regard to what it called “behaviour”
in a way that would have been more appropriate
if there had been no written contracts and the
FTT had to infer the contractual
terms from the course of
dealing … it seems to have
regarded anything which could
be argued to be inconsistent
with an agency relationship as
far more weighty than the
many matters which pointed
unambiguously towards an
agency relationship”

Conclusion 

The Med Hotels case turned on whether Med
Hotels were agent for the trader, not for the
consumer. However the question of interpreta-
tion of arrangements, and the correct approach

to this, would be the same in either event. It
suggests that ABTA are of course correct to say in
their guidance note, published the day before the
appeal judgement, that “stating that you act as
an agent for a consumer does not necessarily
mean that you are”. But unless the judgment of
Morgan J is overturned on a further appeal, it
would now appear that a clear written agree-
ment with the consumer setting out your status

as agent for the consumer is
likely to be upheld by the
courts unless the arrangement
is clearly a sham.

Thus, for example, some of the
supporting points made by
ABTA would be important, but
not necessarily in the context
stated there. For example, as

noted above, ABTA say that your duty as agent
would be to find the best price for the consumer.
This is correct, but if you fail to do so, it now
seems that the result would be this: it does not
undermine your status as agent for the
consumer, but it does put you in breach of your
duties to that consumer in acting as the
consumer’s agent, for which the consumer could
claim compensation.

A clear written agreement
setting out your status as
agent for the consumer is
likely to be upheld by the

courts unless the arrangement
is clearly a sham
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